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The use of the lattice-space Weyl-Wigner formalism of the quantum dynamics of particles in
solids, coupled with nonequilibrium Green s-function techniques, provides a rigorous and straight-
forward derivation of an exact integral form of the equation for a quantum distribution function in
many-body quantum-transport theory. We show that with the present formalism more realistic cal-
culations, both numerical (particularly, highly transient simulations) and analytical (fully gauge-
invariant calculations), which include full quantum effects and many-body effects, can be carried out
in a straightforward, elegant, and physically meaningful manner. This is demonstrated by new re-
sults based on a more-accurate numerical simulation procedure and novel applications in terms of
"quantum particle trajectories" for resonant tunneling diodes, and by a straightforward and fully
gauge-invariant formulation of the exact quantum-transport equation of a uniform electron-phonon
scattering system in high electric fields, which, for the first time, do not involve any gradient expan-
sion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Discussions of quantum transport in the literature,
starting with the work of Kadanoff and Bayrn' and Kel-
dysh, using Green's-function techniques for irreversible
systems initiated by Schwinger, often focused on the
derivation of the so-called quantum Boltzmann equation
(QBE). The accuracy of the formalisms and final re-
sults given are often confined to the accuracy of the origi-
nal formalism given by Kadanoff and Bayrn' several years
ago, which has been discussed recently in more detail by
Mahan in the light of the current revival of interest in
high-field quantum transport. These results are given in
terms of first-order gradient expansion from the very be-
ginning, based on the assumption of slowly varying quan-
tities in space and time, and therefore preclude full quan-
tum effects of tunneling and interference, effects that
dominate quantum-based heterostructure-device charac-
teristics such as in resonant tunneling diodes " (RTD's)
and Aharanov-Bohm —effect devices. Moreover, gradient
expansion theories often lead to rather complicated and
cumbersome equations containing higher-order deriva-
tives. In heterojunction quantum-based devices, strong
nonuniformity in space coupled with very-high-frequency
operation ' almost always invalidates these assump-
tions.

The work reported here is in part motivated by the
complete lack in the literature of a many-body quantum-
transport formulation of irreversible systems to all orders
in the gradients which is needed to give theoretical sup-
port to the advances of quantum-based device analysis
and numerical simulation. As we shall show shortly, the
inclusion of all orders in the gradients is surprisingly
straightforward and renders the resulting expressions in
rather simple and compact integral forms, more suitable
for numerical work than the equations of the gradient ex-

pansion theories. With a view on applications to realistic
multidimensional device structures, the coupling of
quantum-transport numerical techniques with self-
consistent ensemble-particle Monte Carlo techniques will
further enhance the applicability of basic transport phys-
ics for modeling all regions of novel heterojunction de-
vices. A way to accurately couple ensemble particle
Monte Carlo with space- and time-dependent quantum
tunneling has recently been advocated by the authors'
via a transformation of quantum transport into a
"quantum-particle-trajectory" representation. ' Thus, we
have to transform the quantum-transport solution into a
particle-trajectory representation, in terms of Signer tra-
jectories, describing the elementary space- and time-
dependent events in quantum-transport processes.

The purpose of this paper is to give an exact formula-
tion of the many-body quantum-transport theory in
phase space, to avoid the cumbersome gradient expansion
procedure of previous theories, and to show, by using
some very technological important examples, that real
calculations on "active" or highly nonlinear solid-state
quantum-based devices can conveniently be done in the
quantum-distribution-function approach. It should be
emphasized at the outset that the kind of problems we
are considering are those found in very high-speed (high-
ly transient) and highly nonuniform active finite open sys-
terns, which generally renders other approaches based on
the use of wave functions less effective, i.e., (l) one needs
to use a large number of basis states to account for very
short temporal and spatial scales, (2) one must also be
able to describe the violent mixing of the basis states in
response to the abrupt change in the input voltage, and
(3) the application of the boundary condition for active
open systems is rather very cumbersome for both wave-
function and density-matrix techniques. Thus, a "statisti-
cal" distribution-function approach to be described here
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is required.
The derivation of an exact equation for a quantum dis-

tribution function makes use of (a) the Weyl-Wigner for-
mulation of the quantum dynamics of electrons in a solid,
proposed by one of the authors (F.A.B.) several years
ago, ' ' and (b) the method of nonequilibriuin Green's-
function techniques' for irreversible systems. The
point of this paper is that an exact quantum-transport
equation can be cast in a very simple and "universal"
form that, coupled with the subsidiary device boundary
conditions, can be numerically implemented and demon-
strated for characterizing real devices or active open sys-
tems. The validity of this approach is further discussed
at the end of the paper. So far, no other quantum-
transport approach can claim the same degree of success,
particularly in simulating the high-speed response of the
active device to a "sudden change" in bias. In fact, what
has often been treated in quantum-transport theory of
submicron devices is the generalized QBE for very high
constant electric field. Following the formalism used in
this paper, we have also treated this problem and have
given a straightforward and simple derivation of an exact
and fully gauge-invariant quantum-transport equation in
external high electric fields.

II. EXACT FORMULATION OF SOLID-STATE
MANY-BODY QUANTUM TRANSPORT THEORY

IN PHASE SPACE

In the nonequilibrium Green's-function formalism (Ap-
pendix A), the time evolution of a "double-time" correla-
tion function 6, which is related to the particle density,
is coupled to the retarded Green's function 6', describing
the propagation of particles. The time evolution of 6
may be written as

+ G p(1,2)= . [&,G ] p(1, 2)a a
at, at,

+ [X,ReG'] p(1,2)

A p(1,2)= —2 ImG "p(1,2)

=i [G'p(1, 2) —G p(1, 2)],
I p(1, 2}=—21mX"p(1, 2)

=i[2 p(1, 2) —X p(1,2)],
e(t, t, )—=e(t, t, )

—e(—t, t, )
—.

In Eqs. (1) and (2), V(1) is the matrix element, between
two Wannier functions, of a spin-independent external
potential. E (k) is the exact Bloch electron energy-band
function, and X " is the Hartree-Fock approximation to
the self-energy; square brackets indicate commutation of
operators separated by a comma, curly brackets indicate
anticommutation of operators separated by a comma,
and the greek indices label band indices, including spin.
The equation for 6" obeys the Dyson equation and is
given by

6 ~ 6 ~+6 X'~6

For simplicity in what follows we will consider only a
one-band model, which often holds in semiconductor
transport, and drop the greek indices altogether. Howev-
er, the inclusion of multiband indices is straightforward
and the treatment is analogous to the method given by
Korenman' in his work on gas lasers. We will also treat
the lattice point coordinates occurring in all of the above
equations, written in the Wannier representation, as ap-
proximated by a continuum for simplicity of presenta-
tion. The reader is referred to the previous work' ' of
one of the authors (F.A.B.) for rigorous formulation of
the lattice-space Weyl-Wigner formulation of band elec-
tron dynamics.

We transform the space-time variables as follows:

t, = T r/2, q, =q——v/2,

tz = T+r/2, qz =q+v/2,

and define a (3+1)-diinensional "momentum" vector p
and its conjugate variable q as

+ [X,A I p(1, 2)
2A

p =(p, E), E =A'cu,

q =(q, T),
(10)

II,G ) p(1, 2), (1)

where (1,2) stands for (q, , t, , qz, t z ). The quantities enter-
ing in Eq. (1) are defined in the Wannier representation as
follows:

% p(1, 2)= E ——.V, + V(1) 5 p(z(1 —2)

which allows us to also write u =(v, r) In terms of. the
new variables we write the arguments in Eq. (1) by replac-
ing (1,2) by (v, r, q, T). The Weyl transform, a(p, q}, of
any operator A is defined by the following relation

a(p, q)= f du e' "' '(q —
—,'u~A ~q+ —,'u)

:—%'A (v, r, q, T),

+6(t, t, )X"p(q, , q—z, t, )+ReX"p(1, 2), (2)

ReG "p(1,2)= e(ti —tz)A p(1,2),aP

(4)ReX"p(1, 2)= e(t, tz }I p(1,2), —
P

where the matrix element in the integrand is evaluated
between two Wannier functions. Therefore, if we take
the Weyl transform of both sides of Eq. (1) we will im-
mediately obtain a phase-space —frequency-time domain
evolution equation for G (p, q). In most works on quan-
turn transport, starting with the work of Kadanoff and
Baym, ' the "transformation to center-of-mass coordi-
nates, " often employed to derive the gradient expansion,
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effectively define the corresponding Weyl transform with
the energy variable F. in Eq. (11) replaced by F—.. There-
fore, in comparing our results with those obtained by oth-
ers, we may have to replace E by F.—and 8/BE by—B/BE.

To evaluate the Weyl transform of terms involving
commutator and anticommutator on the right-hand side
(RHS) of Eq. (1), we use the following relations, which
are valid for any operator A and B:

%'[ A, B ](v, r, q, T) =2i sin(A)a(p, q)b (p, q),
%'[ A, B I (v, r, qT) =2 cos(A)a(p, q)b(p, q),

where

(12)

(13)

B(a) B(b] B(a) B(b)

2 Bg Bp Bp

is the "Poisson-bracket" differential operator. Therefore
Eq. (1), in the phase-space —energy-time domain, becomes

G (p, E,&, 'r) = —sin(A)[H(p, q)G (p, q)+X'(p, q)ReG'(p, q)]+ —cos(A)[X (p, q) Q (p, q) —l (p, q)G (p, q)] .

(14)

Using the definition of Weyl transform, Eq. (11), and making use of the "exponential" displacement operation, we may
also write the RHS of Eq. (14) in an integral operator form as

—
( i)G—'(p, E,q, t)= f dp'dq'KH(p, q q', q, p——p')( —i)G '(p', q')

4

f dp'dq'K'„(p, q
—q', q,p —p')( i)G (p—', q'), (15)

where ( i)G —(p, E,q, t) is a real-valued quantum distribution function. The integral kernels which have very simple
forms are derived in Appendix B. These are given in terms of the Weyl transform of the operator, indicated in the sub-
script of the kernel, as follows:

K,'(p, q q', q,p —p'—)= du dj exp —j (q —q') a p
—j,q+ — —a p+j, q

—— sin
2l v . U . (p —p') U

2
'

2

2l
K;(p, q

—q', q, p —p') =f dv dj exp —j (q —q') U U (p —p') v
a p —j,q+ — +a p +j,q

—— cos
2 2

The exact time-evolution equation for the Wigner distri-
bution function f ( p, q, t ) immediately follows from Eq.
(15) by integrating with respect to energy E, using the re-
lation

f (p, q, t)= —f dE( i)G (p—,E,q, t) .1

Equation (15) describes all types of transport phenome-
na without any assumption as to strength of the variation
of a11 quantities, the sort of assumptions common to all
previous studies of many-body quantum-transport
theory. Though very important in quantum-based device
physics, to the authors' knowledge, Eqs. (14) and (15) are
not found in the literature. The first two terms in the
RHS of Eqs. (14) and (15), which arise from a commuta-
tion of two operators in Eq. (1), may be viewed as
describing the generalized quantized motion of particles
in phase space with a more complicated energy-
momentum relation due to the influence of potential and
scatterings. The last two terms in these equations, which
arise from the anticommutation of two operators in Eq.
(1), describe particle transfers in phase space due to col-

lisions and scatterings and correspond to the collision
terms in the classical Boltzmann equation. In other
words, whereas the first two terms of Eqs. (14) and (15)
account for the complicated quantization of particle
motions (i.e., includes quantum tunneling and interfer-
ence phenomena) in phase space, the last two terms ac-
count for the "broadening effects" on these motions due
to scatterings and collisions. Indeed, for slowly varying
systems, and for conditions of the validity of QBE to
hold, the contributions coming from the second term of
Eqs. (14) and (15) can also be neglected leading to the re-
laxation type of approximation to the collision terms in
the QBE.

It is important to emphasize at this point that we have
effectively cast the notoriously complicated and rather
very cumbersome many-body quantum-transport theory
based on gradient expansion (bad for numerical work) in
a very compact and simple integral form (good for nu-
merical work) in which one can hope to be able to do real
calculations for characterizing highly nonlinear devices.
The essential attribute of Eqs. (14) and (15) is that they
avoid, surprisingly for the first time, any gradient expan-
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sion and therefore incorporate the full quantum effects
needed to simulate resonant-tunneling and quantum-
interference (Aharanov-Bohm effect) devices. In Sec. III,
we will demonstrate this type of calculation in the device
characterization of resonant-tunneling diodes by consid-
ering the subsidiary device-boundary conditions pertinent
to these devices. The success of this approach in sirnulat-
ing highly transient situations is mainly due to the com-
patibility of the quantum-distribution-function approach
to the boundary conditions existing in active quantum-
based semiconductor devices, and to the numerical stabil-
ity inherent in the simple form of the integro-differential
equation, Eq. (15). The approach, based on the use of
subsidiary device boundary condition, also bears exact
correspondence in the limit A~O to the proven classical
approach on finite active open systems described by the
Boltzmann equation.

III. REAL CALCULATIONS
OF THE FULL QUANTUM EFFECTS

IN RESONANT-TUNNELING DIODES

Although the nonequilibrium Green's-function tech-
nique of many-body quantum transport has conceptually
formulated the quantum-transport problem, difhculties
arise when one does actual calculations, either numerical
or analytical. What has happened is that formulation of
quantum transport bent on doing actual calculations al-
ways proceeded from the very beginning as a gradient ex-
pansion, often up to first order in the gradient, to be
manageable, based on the assumption of slowly varying
quantities. These assumptions are clearly invalid for
real quantum-based and highly nonlinear devices. What
we have done in Sec. II is to put the nonequilibrium
Green's-function technique in a new "dress, " specifically
put it in the framework of the lattice Weyl-Wigner for-
mulation of the quantum dynamics of band electrons in

I

2

H(p, q)= + V(q),
2m

(19)

where V(q) may be taken to be the nonuniform energy
band-edge profile of a RTD. The real-valued quantum-
distribution-function equation, in the absence of col-
lisions and scatterings, then reduces to the following ex-
pression:

solids, so as to avoid gradient expansion altogether. In
this section, we will demonstrate that with the present
formalism highly transient calculations of semiconductor
active devices can be done, in the sense that one can
simulate the current response of the device with respect
to a sudden switch in the voltage bias. Approaches based
on the use of wave functions or a finite number of basis
states are not suitable for simulating this highly transient
behavior of active devices, since one has to account for
the "violent mixing" of a large number of basis states,
i.e., the current response generally contains a wide band
of Fourier components in the frequency domain.

Since the virtue of the present formalism, which sets it
apart from other approaches, is that it avoids the gra-
dient expansion, we will retain this important attribute in
performing the device characterization of a RTD. To
simplify the present numerical demonstration, we neglect
the broadening effects to the electron motion caused by
the collisions and therefore neglect the last two terms of
Eq. (21). We also neglect the second-order kinetic
correction to the particle motion corning from the second
term of Eq. (15). Consistent with these approximations,
we approximate the momentum-energy relation of the
electrons with the effective-mass approximation; this ap-
proximation absorbs any consistent contribution from
X "and ReX" to H (p, q).

H(p, q) in Eq. (15) can be written in the effective-mass
approximation as

—
( i)G (—p, E,q, t) = — „()'~( i)G '(p—,E,q, t)

1 V V+ dp'dv V q+ ——V q
—— sin

h4 2 2
(20)

After integrating with respect to E, the Wigner distribution-function equation follows:

—f (p, q, t)= — Vg (p, q, t)+, Jdp'dv V q+ ——V q —— sin
m

I

v f (p', q, t) . (21)

One observes that in terms of numerical implementation,
the above simplified transport equations are not different
from the exact equation since both have the same
mathematical form of the integrals involved. However,
the exact equation involves a higher-multidimensional in-
tegral than the last two equations. It is therefore reason-
able to expect that given enough computational
resources, one might be able to make advances in apply-
ing the exact equation, Eq. (15), to real devices. The last
equation is of the farm of the time-evolution equation for
the Wigner distribution functian for noninteracting parti-

cles. A random-phase approximation to the electron-
electron interactions within the mean-field approximation
can easily be incorporated in the numerical simulation of
active devices by simultaneously solving the Poisson
equation together with Eqs. (15), (20), or (21); however,
this is not critical to the present demonstration although
we have obtained in Sec. VII some results which show the
effect of including self-consistency of the potential with
respect to the charge distribution.

We have applied the last equation to the device charac-
terization of resonant-tunneling diodes, which may be
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thought of as a double-barrier heteroj unction
configuration, composed of, for example, a higher band-

gap Al& Ga As layer, which sandwiches a "quantum
well, " composed of a GaAs layer. It should be pointed
out that this is not the first time that the Wigner distribu-
tion function has been used to study tunneling devices.
However, the numerical methods used and the method of
applications are unique in our approach as will be de-
scribed below. The numerical model and method of ap-
plication (in terms of "Wigner trajectories") we use en-
ables us to determine the discrete resonant energy levels,
the current-voltage (I V) ch-aracteristics, switching times,
and tunneling times' across the device. The
distribution-function approach to quantum transport
owes part of its success to its ability to simulate "natural"
boundary conditions of active devices, allowing for the
introduction of current Aow and irreversibility, i.e., it is
able to simulate open systems in a manner analogous to
the treatment based on the classical Boltzmann equation.
"Natural" boundary conditions are taken to mean that,
far from the quantum influence of the double-barrier re-
gion in RTD s, the distribution of electrons entering the
device is known (e.g., equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion, integrated over the perpendicular momentum direc-
tions for electrons coming from a zero-field "metallic"
contact region or a highly screened, heavily doped region
of the device by virtue of the Markovian hypothesis for
these regions ), and the distribution of electrons exiting is
unknown and depends on the manner in which the device
functions. The assumed boundary condition has been
self-consistently verified in the calculations to determine
its accuracy. This is determined from the solution in the
neighborhood of the assumed boundary. For an accurate
assumed boundary condition, the obtained solution (for a
sufficiently large computational box size) must join
smoothly or must be equal to the assumed values at the
boundaries for the incoming particles. The authors were
indeed the first to investigate the self-consistency aspects
(and its dependence on the computational box size) of the
boundary condition, described in detail in Ref. 16.
Below, we give a brief explanation of how the Wigner dis-
tribution function is numerically calculated for a device
simulation in order to show some of the unique aspects of
our more exact numerical procedure and applications to
RTD as compared to others. "

Evaluating f (q, p, t) for the one-dimensional RTD in-

volves integrating out the transverse components of q
and p to obtain f (x,k;t), where x =q„and hk =p„and
defining f (x,k) on the points of a lattice, i.e.,
f(x(i),k(j))=f(i j), where

x (i) =(i —1)L /(N„—1)=(i —1)e,

and

k (j)=(2j N„—1)n/eN& =(2—j N„.—1)6/2 . —

The expression for k (j) is dictated by the requirements of
the discrete Fourier transform. The discrete version of
the RHS of Eq. (21) becomes

d,f (i,j)= h 'L f.(i,j)
= —[hk (j )5/m *]b,,f(i,j)

—g V(i,j—j')f (i,j'),

V(& ,j 'j'—
) =(2/Ni, ) g sin[(2m'/N& )(i' —1)(j—j')]

X [V(i +i') V(i—i—')],
where 6, refers to the finite-differencing operator. We
have used second-order finite-differencing schemes. In
the case of a zero-voltage bias for the RTD's, the central
difference scheme (CDS) may be used, as the calculation
is then a boundary-value problem. At nonzero bias, even
a steady-state calculation of Eq. (21) becomes strictly an
initial value problem in real space, and a "marching"
scheme must be used. Previous applications of Eq. (21) to
RTD made use of the upwind-downwind differencing
scheme (UDS), which is accurate to order O(e) and is
defined by

B„f(x,k) =+[f(i+1,j) f(i j )]—/e,
where the + refers to the upwind-downwind directions.
In our calculations, we have made use of a more accurate
second-order differencing scheme (SDS), in which the
space derivative at the "advanced point" is approximated
by using a second-order interpolating polynomial for the
local space dependence of the Wigner function; it is accu-
rate to 0 (e ) and is defined by

d„f(x, k) =+[3f(i,j) 4f (i+1,—j)+ f(i+2, j)]/2e .

At zero bias, the SDS approach gives results which are
much closer to a CDS calculation, where the assumed
boundary condition is verified to be more highly accurate
and totally self-consistent than the UDS approach.

To solve the above equation by computer, it must first
be recast in terms of a matrix equation. For concrete-
ness, let us first consider the steady-state case. To that
end, define a column vector f such that its
[(i —1)N&+j)]-th component is given by f (i,j). In this
language, the differencing operator and the summation
with V(i,j —j') over (j') represent the action of a matrix
X on the vector f. The block-diagonal elements of this
matrix are composed of the V(i,j —j') terms, the parts of
the differencing operator corresponding to the f(i,j)
terms, and the off-diagonal blocks are associated with the
parts of the differencing operator corresponding to
f (i+1,j) and f (i+2,j) terms. The matrix version of the
steady-state equation then becomes X f=b, where b con-
tains the boundary terms. The size of the matrix X,
when in the band storage mode, is given by
(4N&+1}N&N . Given the current computer limitations
(Cray X-MP/24), the largest value of N& and N that we
may use are 72 and 86, respectively. In practice, solving
for one steady-state distribution takes on the order of 13
CPU seconds for the UDS method and 48 CPU seconds
for the SDS.

In numerically implementing the time evolution in Eq.
(21), we have used for the first time an implicit and
"norm-preserving" incremental time-evolution operator
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in all transient simulation. If Eq. (21) is written as
ih'(8/Bt )XLHs(t) =XaHs(t), then the time-evolution equa-
tion can be determined by solving at each time step the
following equation [similar remarks hold for Eq. (15)]:

ih'[XLHs(t +5t ) —XLHs(t)]/5t

=HXRHs(t+5t)+(1 —0)XRHs(t) (0~0&1) .

In applying to Eq. (21) and using 9=—,', this reduces to

(1+irX )f(p, q, t+5t ) =(1 irX )
—f(p, q, t)

where r =5t/2A, which leads for the Cayley form of the
time-evolution operator. Putting r =1 set the time step
of the simulation to be 5t =1.32X10 ' s.

Particle density and current density may also be ex-
tracted from the Wigner function. The former, which
involves a straightforward discretization of
(2m) ' f dk f(x, k), is simply equal to

n (i)= (5/2n ) g f(i,j) .
l

For current densities, however, caution must be used in
discretizing

j(x)=(2m )
' f (hk/m ')f (x, k)dk .

We first note that in steady state, B„j(x)=0.What we
desire, then, is an expression for the current such that the
operation of the finite-differencing operator on the result
is identically zero. As a next step, consider the sum over
j of the equation for X f. A little inspection shows that
the resulting equation is proportional to the time deriva-
tive of the density in discrete form [recall that

QJJ V(i,j j')f—(i,j') is already identically zero by virtue
of the definition of V(i,j)] B. ut, since B,n(x)—B„j(x)=0, we may now identify

Consider, for concreteness, the expression for b, ;f (i,j)
which, after a little manipulation, may be written as

[3f(i,j)—f(i+1,j)]—[3f(i+1,j)—f (i+2,j)] .

Consequently, we see that the form of the current for the
SDS approach, which results in a vanishing current gra-
dient for steady state, may be written as

X45j(i+—,)=, g k(j)[3f(i+1,j) f(i+2,j—)]+
4@m *

Nk

j =Nk /2+1
k(j)[ f (i —1,j—)+3f(i j)]

The expression for current in the UDS approach has been
given previously.

The SDS, coupled with the Cayley form of the incre-
mental time-evolution operator, results in a more accu-
rate approach in simulating RTD's over the simpler UDS
approach. The details of the numerical aspects, such as
accuracy, computer time used, and sensitivity to numeri-
cal parameters of the two approaches has been discussed
in detail by Jensen and Buot in a separate paper. '

Unless otherwise specified, the parameters used in all
of the resulting simulations are as follows. The box, bar-
rier, and well sizes are 550, 30, and 50 A, respectively; a
density in the boundaries of 2.0X10' cm; potential
barrier heights of 0.3 eV; an efFective mass, constant
throughout the device, of 0.0667mo; and a transient time
step of 1.0 fs (r =0.76). N„and N„are taken to be 86
and 72, respectively. An "injected hot electron"' bias,
which represents an accumulation of electrons in the first
barrier edge and depletion after the last barrier edge, was
applied across the double-barrier structure, i.e., the bias
potential is given by Vb(x)+ Vo(x —x2)/(x, —xz), where
Vb(x) is the RTD's band-edge profile, xz is 30 A past the
second barrier edge, and x, is 30 A in front of the first
barrier edge (in general, we have taken x2 —xi to equal
4Lt, +L ) and Vi, (x) vanishes beyond these points. For
the transient calculations, the bias was switched between
the voltages corresponding to the current maximum and
minimum. Unless otherwise indicated, calculations were
done at 77 K. For the self-consistent potential calcula-
tions of Sec. VII, the doping density of 2.0X10' cm
extends from the source and drain of the RTD's to 30 A

I

before the barrier edges.
Figure 1 shows the calculated I-V characteristics of a

GaAs-A1, „Ga„As-GaAs-A1, „Ga„As semiconductor
heterojunction RTD, showing resonance by a single

discrete level in the quantum well, as calculated by both
the SDS and UDS. As is apparent from the figure, the
SDS is better able to model the Wigner function near res-
onance. The current peak-to-valley ratio predicted by
the SDS is 14.1, as compared to the UDS value of 1.37.
Decreasing the barrier width and increasing the well

width results in a quantum well with two discrete levels.

Figure 2 shows the I-V curve for such a structure where
the barriers are 20 A and the well is 70 A, in which the
two discrete resonances are plainly visible in our simula-

tion.
The emergence of the additional resonant energy level

is expected since the number of discrete energy levels

within the quantum well increases with the square root of
the product of quantum well width and barrier height.
Since the barrier height is kept constant in our simula-

tion, we also expect the spacing of the first two energy
levels to decrease as the well width increases. These
quantum-transport results are consistent with our calcu-
lations on the transmission probability as a function of
energy and voltage bias for these simulated structures.

A critical test to the accuracy of the SDS over the
UDS is to compare the symmetry of the Wigner distribu-
tion functions obtained by the two different methods for a
RTD at zero bias. We have also employed a novel

analytical and numerical technique for characterizing the
quantum-tunneling process across the double-barrier
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the I-V characteristics in the absence
of scattering as obtained by the SDS and UDS methods. The
UDS approach yields a less resolved resonant region than the

0

more accurate SDS approach. The quantum well width is 50 A,
0

barrier widths are 30 A, and barrier height is 0.3 eV.
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FIG. 2. The I-V characteristics resulting from the presence
of two closely spaced resonant energy levels of a RTD with 20-
0

~
0

A barrier widths and a 70-A quantum well width, with the same
barrier height as in Fig. 1. Figures 1 and 2 also agree with our
numerical calculations of the tunneling coefficients as a function
of the voltage bias.

structures by means of Wigner trajectories, described in
more detail in Ref. 10, and Bohm trajectories. ' These
trajectories are quantum analog of the particle trajec-
tories in classical mechanics and their numerical calcula-
tions have been described elsewhere. ' ' The calculation
of the Wigner trajectories depends critically on the accu-
racy of the Wagner distribution function calculated. The
superior accuracy of the SDS over the UDS in calculat-
ing Wigner trajectories justifies the additional computer
time incurred in the use of the SDS. Indeed, sample runs
using a larger computational box, a larger number of
mesh and improved accuracy of the descritization mesh,
and using the large memory capabilities of the CRAY2
computer show marked improvement in the Wigner func-
tion and calculated trajectories.

Figure 3(a) shows a highly symmetric Wigner distribu-
tion function calculated using the CDS, which is practi-
cally identical to that obtained using the SDS, for RTD
at zero bias. In contrast, the use of the UDS has yielded
a significantly asymmetrical and hence incorrect Wigner

distribution function at zero bias; this asymmetry shows

up very clearly in the calculated Wigner trajectories.
A number of interesting features can be seen from the

resulting Wigner trajectory diagram in Fig. 3(b), which
was calculated from the Wigner function distribution of
Fig. 3(a). First, low-momentum states are reflected well

before the barrier edge which is clearly an indication of
nonlocal quantum effects. Second, trajectories which are
able to tunnel through the structure seem to have been
accelerated before the barrier edge, decelerated across the
barriers, and accelerated within the quantum well and
after traversing the second barrier. We define open or
tunneling trajectories, which are accelerated within the
quantum well, as nonresonant trajectories. These trajec-
tories essentially "see" the two barriers sequentially. As
we shall see in what follows, resonant-tunneling trajec-
tories spend more time within the quantum well, and see
the double-barrier structure as a "whole. "

Bound trajectories, symmetrical about k =0.0, exist
within the quantum well as expected. However, "closed-
looplike" trajectories also exist, symmetrically placed
above and below the k =0.0 axis and occur near the posi-
tion where the tunneling trajectories get accelerated be-
fore crossing the barrier. These closed-looplike trajec-
tories appear to correspond to complementary trajec-
tories, i.e., portions of the k &0.0 loop are paired with
portions of the k (0.0 loop, implying that at these re-
gions in space the Wigner trajectories instantaneously
change direction, as though the "particles" were bounc-
ing between impenetrable potential barriers. Thus, each
trajectory calculated seems to see a different "effective
potential. " The effective potential seen by the particle is
the sum of the classical potential defined by the double-
barrier configuration of the RTD's plus a nonlocal
"quantum potential. " Indeed, the concept of quantum
potential and "Bohm trajectory" was first introduced by
Bohm to explain causality in quantum mechanics. ' The
results on our trajectory analysis seem to suggest that
tunneling trajectories see an attractive accelerating po-
tential center before reaching the barrier edge of the
RTD, which helps in decreasing the effectiveness of the
classical barrier and consequently allows the particle to
tunnel through. This conjecture is also supported by our
calculation on a traveling Schrodinger wave packet,
where the wave packet incident on a square barrier
changes the effective potential as seen by the particles.
The tunneling particles in the traveling wave-packet cal-
culations essentially "surf-ride" the wave function, in
phase with the changing effective potential across the bar-
rier. '

One of the still controversial aspects of quantum
theory is the concept of a quantum-tunneling time, which
is really a causal and particle trajectory concept. So far,
most, if not all, calculations made arbitrary use of a trav-
eling Schrodinger wave packet to calculate tunneling
times. Figure 3(c) is a plot of position versus time for
open or tunneling Wigner trajectories of Fig. 3(b). The
time taken for the tunneling trajectory associated with
the lowest wave vector is approximately 110 fs. Note
that in contrast with other calculations based on the arbi-
trary use of a Schrodinger traveling wave packet to calcu-
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late tunneling times, our calculations are unique in that
they are based on "microscopically" examining the ele-
mentary and individual space-time events in a quantum-
tunneling process using the causal %igner trajectory
description. '

In Fig. 4 a new behavior is exhibited by some tunneling
trajectories when a nonzero-voltage bias is applied to the
RTD. We show only in Fig. 4(b) these tunneling trajec-
tories which are not accelerated inside the quantum well,
in contrast to those of Fig. 3(b). These trajectories spend
more time in the quantum well than the nonresonant tra-
jectories and do not appear to see the two barriers sepa-
rately, but do see the RTD as a whole. These trajec-
tories, whose initial momentum states were always found
to be at or near the resonant energy level of the quantum
we11, will be referred to here as "resonant trajectories. "

It is interesting to compare the %igner distribution
function obtained by the UDS and SDS methods for a
RTD biased at the resonance region where quantum
effects are dominant. The presence of stronger quantum
fluctuations in the signer distribution function is clearly
evident using the SDS method [Fig. 5(a)] compared to
that obtained using the UDS method [Fig. 5(b)]. Figure
5(c) shows the calculated Wigner distribution function,
obtained from Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), evaluated at the drain
end of RTD's. The result using the SDS method shows
more clearly a "tunneling ridge" in the %igner distribu-
tion than the result of the UDS method. Figure 5(d)
shows how the tunneling-ridge distribution at the drain
end of the RTD's shifts to higher energies as the voltage
bias is increased to 0.5 eV. Indeed, the tunneling ridge
leads to the particlelike energetics behavior of the calcu-
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FIG. 3. (a) Wigner distribution function for a RTD with identical barrier and quantum well widths of 50 A, at T =300 K, ob-

tained by using the CDS for the space derivative. The RTD at zero bias is treated as a boundary-value problem. (b) signer trajec-
tories associated with the Wigner distribution function shown in (a). The vertical lines define the location of the square potential bar-

rier edges. Complementary "closed-looplike" trajectories located at k )0 and k (0 are discussed in the text. (c) The tunneling

Wigner trajectories of (b) plotted in space-time. The velocity at any point is given by the inverse slope at that point. The trajectories
define the individual and elementary space-time —dependent events in a quantum-tunneling process.
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lated %igner trajectories. '

The transient response of the RTD to sudden change
in the voltage bias, from resonant current-peak bias to
current-valley bias, is also markedly different for the
UDS versus the SDS. Figure 6(a) obtained using the
UDS predicts a shorter switching-time duration corn-

pared to Fig. 6(b), which is obtained using the SDS. The
SDS method more accurately models the quantum fluc-

w

tuations and particle densities within the quantum well
than the UDS method; it is these quantum fluctuations
and larger particle densities in the SDS approach and the
need to satisfy the current continuity equation [Figs.
6(c)—6(e)] which lead to a switching time that is four
times that of the UDS method. Many-body effects on the
device characterization of the RTD discussed above will
be treated in Sec. VII. There it will be shown that the
effect of scattering is to reduce the device switching time,
which is a marked departure from results one expects
from conventional classical-device transport analysis.
The effect of self-consistency in the charge and potential
is also discussed there.

It is important to point out that the numerical results
presented here could not have been obtained using the
previous many-body quantum-transport formulations
which are based on gradient expansions. Clearly all QBE
results are markedly different from the results obtained
by Eq. (21) in the limit of vanishing self-energies and
hence preclude at the outset quantum effects due to tun-
neling and quantum interference, and hence are not of
any use for numerical simulation of RTD's. A more con-
vincing way to show this is to examine the effective po-
tential as seen by the particles in Eq. (21) compared with
that of the QBE. Whereas in the QBE the particle essen-
tially "feels" the classical potential, with many-body
corrections from the self-energies, the particle in Eq. (21)
sees an effective potential V,z which is the sum of a clas-
sical potential and quantum potential, defined by the fol-
lowing equation

(V P',s)V'g (p, q)= —fdp'V(q, p —p')f (p', q), (22)
1
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FIG. 4. (a) Wigner distribution function solution for the
RTD at a small bias of 0.02 eV. The resulting tunneling Wigner
trajectory pattern drastically changes from that of Fig. 3(b), as
shown in (b). (b) A new behavior of the tunneling trajectories
emerges when a small bias of 0.02 eV is applied to the RTD.
Observe the tunneling trajectories, with initial momentum at

0
the source around 0.039 A ' corresponding to the resonant
peak energy, which are not accelerated and/or decelerated
within the quantum well, in contrast with the tunneling trajec-
tories of Fig. 3(b). These are referred to as the "resonant trajec-
tories, " implying that the "particle" stays longer in the potential
well. This is also supported by our numerical simulation of a
traveling wave packet with a group velocity at resonance imp-
inging the RTD

where V(q, p) is defined by Eq. (21) and may include all
many-body corrections just as in the QBE. V,tr is respon-
sible for the tunneling mechanism in RTD's. ' Equation
(21) is accurate to all orders in the gradient expansion.

IV. EVALUATION OF THE SELF-ENERGIES

An important first step in considering many-body
effects in the exact quantum-transport equation is to
define the self-energies involved. A diagrammatic evalua-
tion of the nonequilibrium Green's function defined on a
contour is analogous to its equilibrium counterpart' '
and therefore leads us to consider the corresponding fun-
damental quantities of many-body theory in terms of
"effective interaction" and self-energies, ' evaluated in a
manner analogous to that of equilibrium many-body
theory.

The first-order and 1owest-order "irreducible*' dia-
grams for the self-energy are often referred to as the
Hariree-Fock approximation. For electron-impurity
scattering in impure systems this corresponds to the
virtual-crystal approximation. These first-order diagrams
will result only in the renormalization of the energy-
momentum relation for the particle. The next-order self-
energy diagrams for electron-electron interactions are
called the Born diagrams, and look similar to the Born
approximation for the lowest-order self-energy for the
electron-phonon interactions.
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one. More accurate approximation schemes for the
self-energy of electron impurity scattering are referred to
as the coherent-potential approximation (CPA) and are
basically obtained by summing the same single-site dia-
grams as before but using an "e8'ective-medium" Green's
function, instead of the unperturbed Green's function of
the host lattice, with a self-consistent scattering poten-
tial.

For quantum-based devices made of "decent" (low
concentration of defects) semiconductor materials, an ap-
proxirnation to the self-energy can make use ef the
single-site t-matrix approach for the retarded self-energy.
In order to apply to the transport equation previously de-
rived in Sec. EIE, we need to use Weyl-transform quanti-
ties. Confining to pure Coulombic interaction with the

defects (i.e., exclude spin-dependent interactions and/or
the "Kondo efFect"), the Weyl transform of the retarded
self-energy can be written as

X"(p,q ) =n; T (p, q), (23)

where n, is the. impurity density, and T(p, q) is the Weyl
transform of the T-matrix operator which can be a very
complicated function of the single-site t matrix. Note
that in general, the multiple single-site scattering ap-
proach will result in the expression for the self-energies
which have a linear dependence with the impurity density
n, . The Weyl transform of the T matrix obeys the follow-

ing equation:

I

T(pq)= V(p, q)+ f du du'dj dj 'e'/"'j "e '/''j '"V p+jq ——7" p+j', q+—

where V(p, q) is the Weyl transform of the impurity potential. From the identity relations (in four-dimensional vector
notation)

„ f dqe
—i """—"1' a(p, q)=a„„gp— k+k'

2
(25)

a(p, q)= f d(k —k')e i "1(k "1' a„„Pp— k+k'
2

(26)

one can readily show that by performing the transformation of Eq. (25) to Eq. (24) one indeed gets

1 f dq e
—(i/h)(k —k'1 q7 (p q)h4

r

I

dq dU dU d~ d~ e (&/&)J U e
—(1/A)j U (1/A')(k —k ) qv + ~ T + .If(h4) 2 2

dqe (i/Iii(k —k I7(V(—p 'q)1

a4

which reduces to the equation (in four-dimensional vector notation) in -momentum- space

T,„,=V„,, + f dgVk„T„k,.

The above equation can easily be shown to be identical to the integral equation for the T matrix given by Mahan.
So far we have only obtained "retarded quantities" by analogy with the equilibrium scattering theory. However,

for impurity scattering problems, the equation for the self-energy defined on the contour is mathematically similar to
that of the Green's-function equation defined on the contour, Eq. (A12). Therefore, using the same procedure for con-
verting the equation defined on the contour to an equation defined in real time discussed in Appendix A, we arrived at
an equation similar to Eq. (A18) for the self-energy, instead of the Green s function. Equating the matrix element for
X we also obtain an equation similar to Eq. (A20), without the second term, since Xo is zero for impurity scattering.
We have

(29)

which can be written in terms of Weyl-transform quantities as

x (p, q)= d~~ dpdp~ d d i d ~ dj~ —(1/Iil(I q' —(i/IiiP'qe —(i/Rj)v —(ilfi)j' v'

(Ii 4)4

I I

xx" p+p+j, q
—+——G p+p+j ', q ++—x' p+p', q+~

2 2 2 2 2
(30)

Using Eq. (25) applied to both sides of Eq. (30) we arrived, as we should, at the following result:
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X (k, k')= fd5dgX"(k, 5)G (5,rt}X'(g, k')

which, with random-impurity-distribution averaging and without external potentia1, yields

X '"'" =n, f dr)~Tk ~
G (g)

(31)

(32)

where use is made here of the relation: [X"] =X'. The above result is also given by Mahan. For simulating
quantum-based devices the self-energies must be calculated self-consistently using Eq. (30) or Eq. (31) together with Eq.
(26). From Eqs. (6) and (30), we have

I (p, q)= f drtdrl'dPd13'dvdv'dj dj'exp (P rl'+P' rl+j u'+j' u)
(g 4)4

4

I I

XX" p+P+j, q
—+—— A p+P+j', q

—++—X' p+P',j+~
2 2 2 2

'
2

(33)

In momentum space, using Eqs. (6} and (31}, the above
equation reduces to an equation corresponding to Eq.
(28),

1(k,k')= f d5drt X"(k,5)A( 5, rl) X'( rt, k') . (34)

B. Electron scattering with quantized "boson" wave field

In applying to the general quantum-transport equation,
Eq. (15), X (p, q) and 1(p,q), which determine the ker-
nel of integration, will have to be calculated self-
consistently from Eqs. (30) and (33), respectively. The
numerical implementation for doing the simulation will
involve an iterative scheme to incorporate the necessary
self-consistency, discussed in Sec. V.

the lattice point coordinate. ' ' For phonons in a solid,
the scalar y is related to the ratio of atomic mass to the
effective charge of resulting dipole moments and g is re-
lated to the elastic constant of a lattice of atoms. The
greek indices include all quantum labels. For the elec-
tromagnetic wave field, y=1/4nc and g= I/4m. . The
equal-time commutation rules for the field operators are
as follows.

(a) For matter —wave-field operators,

t4'(R, t), +tt(R', t)] = ['P (R, t), +tt(R', t)I =0, (39)

[ala(R, t), qltt(R', t)I =5 ERR, . (40)

(b) For phonon wave field [P=P],

The scattering of particles in a solid by a quantized
"boson" wave field is generally described by second-
quantized Harniltonian operator having the general
form

[n i(R, t), P)(R', t)]= . 5t 5RR. ,
—

l

[n., (R, t},n;(R', t}]=[P,(R, t), P, (R', t)]=0 .

(41)

(42)

H =Hp(%, 4)+Hp(rr, g)+Hpp(+, iP, n, g), (35)
(c) For electromagnetic photon wave field

(n.i= A, /4m. c ),

where

Hp(qt, q)= g %It(R, t)E ——.V„q.(R, t), (36}
R, a l

[Ai(R, t), A (R', t)]=[m, (R, t), ~ (R, t)]=0,

[mi(R, t), A, (R', t)]= 5t)5RR—.
l

(43)

(44)

g /VA/'
2

'Rt
H, (~,y)= g ' + g ~V„P(R,t)~'R (37) 5 (x—x') = 1 (ik/A) ~ (x—x')

tj x x —
3

e

where 5tj5RR is the so-called transverse 5 function
(V A=0), which in the continuum limit is given by

k(k

k
(45)

2
tu P (R, t)

P, (R, t)
(R t)} P(R)% tt(R t )

'

A (R )
R, a,g, i

(38)

for phonons and photons, respectively. E (k) is the
energy-band function of Bloch electrons, and R denotes

for electromagnetic Geld, acoustic phonons, and polar
crystals, respectively,

HFF(+, 4', m, p)

Note the universal form of the interaction Harniltonian
operator given by Eq. (38), characterizing the interaction
of quantized wave field with the particles. Indeed, the
impurity scattering, discussed in Sec. IVA, interaction
Hamiltonian operator can also be cast in the form of Eq.
(38) (e.g. , the Hamiltonian of the famous Kondo problem
in dilute magnetic alloys).

The coupling matrix y' &(R } in Eq. (38) has the follow-
ing expression for electrons in a solid. (a) For phonons

y &(R)=f a'(x —R) VR att(x —R)dx . (46)
l

x —R
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(b) For photons

y p(R)= f a*(x—R)
mc

V„a&(x—R)dx . (47}
L

X (p, q)=i f dv e' "'p "G (q —
—,'v, q+ —,'u)

XD (q —
—,'u, q+ —,'v) . (52)

(c) For electron-impurity scattering (given here for com-
pleteness}

D (q —
—,'u, q+ —,'v)=D (u), (53}

The phonon propagator for a phonon system at equilibri-
um satisfies the following relation:

y (R)=f a*(x—R)
Z'e

lx —Rl

XS &a&(x—R)dx,

D (v)= dk e" "'"'D (k)
h4

Hence we have
48

(54)

where a (x—R) represents the localized Wannier function
and S &

is the Pauli matrix for the case of magnetic im-

purities.
In what follows, we will evaluate sums over lattice

points as an integral (i.e., continuum approximation of
the lattice coordinates, pa~ fdR) Dr. opping the greek
indices, for simplicity (i.e., one-band model and spin-
independent interactions), it is easy to see that the ap-
proximation to the electron self-energy for electron-
phonon scattering is very similar to that which arises for
electron-electron Coulomb interaction. In the electron-
phonon interaction, the two-body potential is replaced by
the phonon propagator Do(x(xz), multiplied by the
square of the electron-phonon coupling constant. Thus
the perturbation treatment of electron-phonon scattering
is formally similar to that for the electron-electron in-
teraction problems. '

A meaningful and significant contribution to the
electron-phonon self-energy is given by a "one-phonon"
diagram similar to the Hartree-Fock exchange diagram
of the electron-electron scattering [note that in contrast
to V(x„x2),the phonon propagator D (x „xz)is nonlo-
cal in time] defined on the time contour as

(i/s)(p+0) U

I4

XG (q —
—,'u, q+ ,'v)D (—k)

f dk G (p+k, q)D (k) . (55)

and therefore, we also have

I (p, q)= — fdk[G (p+k, q)D (k)
1

—G (p +k, q)D (k)] . (56)

Equations (55) and (56) are general relations within the
one-photon diagram approximation to the self-energy. If
we use the 5-function approximation to the spectral
weight function for phonons and write the expression for
the Fourier-transformed equilibrium phonon propagator
as

D (k, E') = —iyq[(Nk+1)(E'+Q~)+N(, 5(E' —Qk)],

D (k, E')= —iy(, [(N(, + 1)5(E'—Q(, )+Nk5(E'+Qq)],

(57)

X(1,2)=iG(1,2)D(1,2) . (49)
(58)

Therefore by "fixing" the time order, we immediately ob-
tain on real time axis,

X (1,2)=iG (1,2)D (1,2) . (50)

Equation (50) immediately leads to the following expres-
sion for the retarded and advanced self-energies in terms
of Green's function and phonon propagator as

X"'(1,2)=i[G"'(1,2)D (1,2)+G (1,2)D"'(1,2)] .

(51)

To avoid the immense complication of solving the com-
plete quantum-transport equation for phonons to obtain
the nonequilibrium phonon propagator, we make some
simplifications. We may assume that we can use the pho-
non propagator for a phonon system at equilibrium.
Note, however, that the phonon relaxation times may be
comparable to the electron transit time across the quan-
tum region of a device.

In applying the above results for phonon scattering to
Eq. (15), we are interested in the Weyl-transform
equivalent of Eq. (50). We have, using four-dimensional
vectors of Eq. (10), the following:

+ G (p+k, E —Qg, q)y(, N(, ], (59)

X (p, q)=
3 f dkG (p+k, E —Qk, q)y(, (Nk+1)

1

I 3

+G (p+k, E+Q(„q)yq~N(, , (60)

I (p, q)=, f dkI„yN[A(p +kE+ Q~, )q

1

+ A (p+k, E—Q(„q)]
+iy„[G (p+k, E —Q„,q )

—G (p+k, E+Qk, q)]J . (61)

We note that for uniform systems at steady-state condi-

where Qk is the energy-momentum relation for phonons,
then substitute the explicit expression for D (k, E') and
D (k, E') in the expression for X (p, q) and I (p, q) above
and integrate with respect to E', we obtain the following
expressions:

X (p, q)= fdk[G (p+k, E+Qk, q)yk(Nk+1)
1
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tions (independent of q), use can be made of the following
exact relations:

—iG '(p, E)=f(p, E)A (p, E),
iG (p, E)=[1—f (p, E)]A(p, E),

where

—f dE A(p, E)=1,1

(62}

(63)

p+k, E+II„)yk(Ni,+1)

+f(p+k, E —Qk) A (p+k, E —Qi, )yi,Ni, ,

(64)

1(p,q)= fdk[ y[kN& +f(p+k, E+fI„)]1

X A(p+k, E+Qi, )

+yq[Nq+ I f(p+k, E —Qi,—)]

which follows from equal-time commutation relations for
the field operators. These relations are exact since the
Weyl transform of the product of operators for uniform
system at steady state reduces to the product of their
Weyl transforms. However, for nonuniform systems
and/or nonstationary states, these relations do not hold
and the so-called "Kadanoff-Baym ansatz"' ' are not
generally valid for nonequilibrium transport. The
Kadanoff-Baym ansatz is valid only up to the first order
in the gradient (i.e., has zero-order accuracy) and the so-
called "generalized Kadanoff-Baym ansatz" given by
Lipavsky, Spicka, and Velicky can be shown to be valid
only up to the second order in the gradient expansions
(Appendix C). When the last two relations are substitut-
ed in the expression for X (p, q) and I (p, q) we obtain

X'(p, q)=, f dk f(p+k, E+0„)

propagator for a phonon system at equilibrium. Besides
the approximations made in the self-energy expressions,
this constitutes one major simplification of Eq. (15), by
giving up self-consistency with respect to the phonon (or
interacting boson) systems.

However, self-consistency with respect to the particle
system must at least be retained. Following the well-
known standard technique of all many-body calculations,
one tries to achieve self-consistency by an iterative pro-
cedure. Therefore, to solve Eq. (15) one uses "nonin-
teracting" Go and Go (or Go ) to evaluate the kernel of
the integral operator, and all other terms on the RHS of
this equation [note that H(p, q) includes ReX"(p,q)].
Then the known "operators" in the RHS of Eq. (15}are
used to solve for new G and f . The equation for G",
Eq. (8), will also be solved for a new G" after which the
process may be repeated with the new approximate G
and G".

In the practical numerical simulation of quantum-
based devices, the first iteration of the above-mentioned
self-consistency procedure may represent a more
suSciently accurate solution, depending on the choice of
the starting solutions for the iteration process. A clear
choice for quantum-based device analysis would be the
solutions obtained for noninteracting particles. This
means that the zero-order approximation neglects all the
terms except the first term in the RHS of Eq. (15). The
numerical procedure and technique for obtaining time-
dependent and steady-state solutions for a resonant-
tunneling device, within the effective-mass approximation
for noninteracting particles, is described in Sec. III. The
"zero-order" Green's functions may then be taken to cor-
respond to the solution of Eq. (21), discussed in Sec. III.
A first step towards real calculations which account for
full quantum effects and many-body effects, using the
relaxation-time approximation, is undertaken in Sec. VII,
which already yields remarkably new and physically
meaningful results. Further comments are given at the
end of the paper.

X A(p+k, E —Qi, )], (65)
VI. QUANTUM-TRANSPORT EQUATIONS

FOR UNIFORM EXTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELDS
which agrees with the result given by Mahan. For appli-
cation to the simulation of high-speed devices using Eq.
(15), the more general results will have to be used self-
consistently through an iterative numerical procedure.

V. SELF-CONSISTENT SOLUTION
AND SIMPLIFICATIONS OF MANY-BODY

QUANTUM- TRANSPORT EQUATIONS

The exact quantum-transport equation, Eq. (15), does
not stand alone for a couple of reasons: (a) this equation
is coupled to the equation for 6" (or 6 ) and to the bo-
son field propagators, and (b) the kernel of the integral
operators depends on G" (or G ) and the solution G
(and hence f„),as well as, in general, to the boson field

propagators. In Sec. IV B, we made the assumption that
the phonon propagator is known and corresponds to the

The area of quantum transport in solids under very
high external electromagnetic fields has received much
attention in recent years. In this section we will give a
demonstration of the power of the lattice Weyl-Wigner
formalism of quantum transport in doing analytical cal-
culations on this problem. Indeed the formalism present-
ed here enables us to formulate the exact equation in a
straightforward and fully gauge-invariant manner,
without the need to perform a gradient expansion. Most
treatments of this problem in the literature are not fully
and rigorously gauge invariant, and proceed as a gradient
expansion from the very beginning.

We consider a crystalline solid as a translationally in-
variant electron-phonon scattering system at equilibrium.
Then the electron spectral weight function in the absence
of an external electric field A (po, zo) is given by
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A (po, zp)

I (p, zo)

venient in quantum mechanics to consider the Herrnitian
adjoint eigenvalue equation

'2 7

1(p, )
[zo —E (pp) —ReX"(pp, zo)]2+

2

I (pp, E')
&"(po zo}=

2m zo+i e —E' (67)

From the looks of Eqs. (66) and (67), it clear that, in
genera1, a many-body calculation involves what is often
termed as a "bootstrap process" to obtain self-consistent
solutions for X"(pp, zp), I (pp, zp), A(pp, zo), G "(pp, zp), etc.
For the purpose of the present demonstration, we assume
that in the absence of the electric field, the self-energies
and Green's functions are found self-consistently, to some
degree of approximation.

The time-evolution equations for G"(1,1') are ob-
tained by converting Eqs. (A5) and (A6) to the real-time
axis, which yield the following:

fd2(G"') '(1,2)G"'(2, 1')=5(1—1'), (68)

d2G"' 1 2 G"' 2 1' '= 1 —1' (69)

when [6"'(l, l')] ' is defined by

[6"'(l, l')] '= i' E~ ——.V—, 5(1—1')
t}f( t

(70)

The resulting homogeneous differential equations corre-
sponding to Eqs. (68) and (69) define an "effective time-
dependent Schrodinger equation" and its adjoint (tran-
spose in matrix terminology} equation, respectively.
The corresponding time-independent homogeneous
differential equations in turn define Schrodinger eigenval-
ue equations with nonlocal and energy-dependent poten-
tials for the operators X(zo) and its adjoint X(zp), or the
left- and right-eigenvector equations for X(zo),

(66}

where zo is the energy variable in the absence of the field,
E (p) incorporates the Hartree-Fock approximation to
the self-energy and I (pp, zo) may be given by Eq. (65).
The expression for X"(pp,zp), using Eq. (65), is

X (zo)g (zo)= W*(zo)g (zo), (74)

so that the dual set biorthogonal to IP„(zp)I is the set

(zp ) J, and the resulting formalism using these eigen-
vectors closely parallels those for Herrnitian operators
[note that the eigenvalues corresponding to P„(zo}and
f„'(zo)are identical]. By virtue of the "average" perfect
periodicity that is present in the effective Schrodinger
equation, we will refer to the eigenvector P„(zp) and

P„'(zo) as the biorthogonal pairs of Bloch functions
b (x,pp zp) and b'(x, pp zp), respectively. Their respec-
tive lattice fourier transforms are similarly defined as the
biorthogonal pairs of Wannier functions a (x—q, zp ) and
tt'(x —q, zp), respectively. The one-particle "renormal-
ized" energy band E belonging to band index a is, in the
quasiparticle picture, given by the solution of

E —W (pp, E )=0, (75)

l=—eF q T(q} . (76)

This means that [A, T(q}] is diagonal in the bilinear ex-
pansion if T(q) is also "bidiagonal. "The eigenfunction of
the lattice translation operator T(q) must then be labeled

by a wave number k which is varying in time as

where W (po, E )=E (pp)+X'(pp, E ). These zero-
field solutions provide a good starting point for generali-
zation in the presence of external electromagnetic field.

In the presence of high uniform electric field F, the
perfect periodicity of the system is destroyed and hence
the zero-field biorthogonal Bloch functions and its corre-
sponding zero-field biorthogonal Wannier functions cease
to be convenient basis states for formulating the Weyl-
Wigner quantum dynamics. The proper biorthogonal
basis states can be determined with the help of the
gauge-invariant shift or translation operators T(q),
where T(q} is the lattice translation. With the Hamil-
tonian given by &=Ho —eF x, where &p is the periodic
part in the absence of the field, we have

X(zp )P„(zp) = W„(zp)P (zp ),
X(zp )'t} (zp ) = W (zp )7/ (zp )

(71) &=&o+ t
eF
fi

(77)

(zp )L (zo ),
where the non-Hermitian oPerator X(zp } is given by

X"'(l, l', zo)=E ——.V, 5(1—1')
I,

+ReX"(1,1',zo) (1, 1',zo) .
2

(72)

(73)

This means that jV is also diagonal in k. The electric
Bloch function B (kr) ma, y be considered to be the

eigenfunction of T(q). From the usual lattice Fourier-
transforrn relation, the corresponding basis states labeled

by lattice and time coordinates (Dirac 5-function basis

for time variable) acquire "Peierl phase factors, " i.e., in

the continuum approximation, we have

(q —
—,'v ~F exp —F(t —

—,'r) ~ (q —
—,'v} (q —

—,'v ~p,

Assuming that the eigenvalues are distinct, p„(zp) and
(zp) «rm a biorthogonal system. It is more con-
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lq+ —,'v )F exp —F(t + ,'r—) (q+ —,'v) lq+ —,'v )o, B (x, k, z)=b x, ko —— A, zo+eF q, F,B
1 e

2 Ac

(79)

X Xo(ql 'q2, t 1 t2 ), (80)

where q=(q, +q2)/2 and t=(t&+t&)I2. Therefore, be-
sides the wave number varying in time given by Eq. (77),
the energy variable z0 in the absence of the field now
varies with the lattice coordinate q as

z0 ~z0+ e F'q =z

where we have adopted the (3+1)-dimensional notation
for q, i.e., q=(q, t). Thus, nonlocal quantities in space
and time acquire phase factors in the presence of the
field, such as

—(ie/A')Ft (ql —q2) —(ie/AjF q(t
&

—t2 )

&q„l~lq2&F—e

(x,q, z)=e "~ ""~"" qa (x—q, z +eF q, F,B),
(89)

which reduces to the appropriate expression for the elec-
tric or magnetic field case. ' '

By virtue of the commutation of [%,T(q)], we seek
solutions of & which diagonalize T(q). These allow us
to search for the solution of the time-dependent effective
Schrodinger equation, where the time dependence enters
solely from Eq. (77). Therefore we seek a solution to an
effective time-dependent Schrodinger equation as

Bg (x, t)
(X—eF x)tij, (x, t) =i'

at

which may now be written as

The eigenfunctions of the gauge-invariant translations
operator which now form the biorthogonal system of
electric Bloch functions, B(x,k, z) and B*(x,k, z), are
determined from the eigenvectors of L (z) and its ad-
joint L (z)

aq. (x, k)
(X—eF x)g (x,k)=ieF.a Bk

and its Hermitian adjoint. Writing

g (x, k)=f(k)B (x, k, z},

(90)

(91)

L (z)B (x,k, z}=W„(k,z}B (x,k, z),

L (z)g (x,k, z)= W'(k, z)g (x,k, z), (83)

we find, upon substituting in Eq. (90),

where B'(x,k, z) =1(*(x, k, z), W (k, z) =E (k)+X"(k,z),
and

kp+ eFt /A

f(k}=exp I W (k, z)dk
eF kp

x

L (z) =X(z) eF x+i-. a
Bk

(84)
= exp W (ko+eFr')dr'

0
(92)

B (x, k, z)=b x,ko+, zo+eF q
eFt

W (k, z)= W ko+, zo+eF q
eFt

a ~ a 0 ~ ~ 0

(85)

(86)

fr (x, t)= g C'zg (x,k),
k

(93)

We now have all we need to calculate the many-body
nonequilibrium Green s function. For simplicity we re-
tain the one-band description. We expand the electron
field operators in terms of tj'j (x, k) and the complex con-

jugate of the Hermitian adjoint solution, p (x,k),

The corresponding set of biorthogonal electric Wannier
functions are given by the lattice Fourier transformation,
with the transformation function given, as usual, by

P (x, t)= gC„P"(x,k'),
k'

(94)

(A (q, z)lB (k,z))= (87)

A. f
where Ck and Ck are the annihilation and creation opera-
tor, respectively. We construct G (x, t, x', t') (in what
follows we will drop the index a) as

where XA goes to h in the continuum limit. The above
results are completely analogous to the results obtained
for an external uniform magnetic field. ' Indeed, by writ-
ing the vector potential for a general case as
A= —,)(BXr)—cFt, we have the following expression for
the electromagnetic Bloch function and Wannier function
for a single band, which takes account of the presence of
other bands through the explicit dependence in the fields
beyond the Peierls phase factor,

( ,Gxr ()=xQc„Q,(x, k) X'c„tp"(x, k'))

g g(x, k)g*(x', k)[1—f (k)] (9&)

Equation (95}can be written as an equation for the opera-
tor G,'~(t, t') as
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G,'~(t, t')= g exp f W(k', z)dk' ~8(k))(8(k)~[l —f (k)] .
k eF k —eFt/h

We need the lattice Weyl transform of G, (t, t'). This is given in four-dimensional vector space as

(96)

G (p, q)= g e' "' "e'' (q ,'—v, —t——,'r~8(k))(8(k)~q+ —,'u, t+ —,'r)
v, ~, k

X [1—f (k)] exp f 8'(k', z)dk'
e F k —eFr/a

(97)

Using Eq. (87) in Eq. (97), we obtain, after carrying the summation over v and k, the following expression (X,~f d r):

G (p, q)= fdre ' exp f ReW(p+eFr', z)dr' [1 f (—p+eFt)]—~/2

l7l/2
X exp I (p+eFr', z)dr'

2A —l~l/2
(98)

By similar procedure, we find for G (p, q) the result

G (p, q)= —fdre ' exp f Re%(p+eFr', z)dr' f (p+eFt)—7/2

—1 l~l/2
X exp I (p+eFr', z)dr'

2A —j~l /2
(99)

The electron spectral-weight function A (p, q) is therefore given by

(i/fi)(zo+eF q)T —j 'T/2 1
A (p, q)= fdre ' exp f Re%(p+eFr', z)dr' exp — I'(p+eFr', z)dr'

—7/2 —l~l/2
(100)

We immediately observe that in the limit F~O, Eq. (100) for A (p, q) correctly reduces to the zero-field expression
given by Eq. (66). Note that we have also shown here for the first time, in a gauge-invariant manner, the exact validity
of the Kadanoff-Baym ansatz [Eqs. (98) and (99)] for Bloch electrons in a uniform electric field; this has been suspected
to be true for some time (although debated in the literature).

We are now in the position to write down the "nongradient" expression for the quantum many-body transport equa-
tion for high electric fields. First we observe the functional dependence of all quantities appearing in Eq. (14). Writing
z =E+eF.q, K=@+eFt, we have

H(p, q)=E (K)+ReX"(K,z) —eF q,
G (p, q) =G (p, K,z), A (p, q) = A (p, z), I (p, q) = I'(p, z) .

(101)

(102)

Therefore the Poisson bracket operator is given by

A=-
2

g(a) g(b)

Bq Bp Bp Bq

g~~& g~b&

+
Bt BE

g~~~ g~b~

BE Bt

B(~) B(b) B(a) Bb

2 Bq Bp Bp Bq

BE B" B'" B" B'" A BK+ +-
Bq BE Bp Bp BE 2 Bt

B(~) B(b) B(~) B(b)

BK BE BE BK

(103)

where the first term operates only on q which does not occur in the combination z =E+eF-q. Noting that
BE/Bq= —e F and BK/Bt =eF and substituting, we have

B" B'' B" B''
2 Bp BE BE Bp

(104)

where A& operates only on explicit functions of q (i.e., not in combination with E)
Therefore, Eq. (14) becomes
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BG (p, q) BG (p, q) 2

at ap
= —eF ' +—sinA'[H(p, q)G (p, q)+X (p, q)ReG(p, q)]

+ —cosA'[X (p, q)A (p, q) —I (p, q)G (p, q)], (105)

where A' is given by the last term of Eq. (104) and

H(p, q)=E (p+eFt)+ReX"(p+eFt, E+eF q) .

The corresponding integro-differential quantum-transport equation is

BG BG
(p, q)=eF (p, q)+ ~ i dp'dE'KH(p, E E';—E,p p')G— (p', E')2

Bt Bp (h ~)i

+ f d p'dE'K, (p, E —E', E,p
—p')ReG "(p', E')

(h )

d p'dE'K', (p, E E', E—, p —p')ImG "(p', E')

where

f d p'dE'K'r (p, E —E', E,p —p), G (p', E'),
(h )i

(106)

K,'(p, E E', E, p
—p')= f—dv dj exp j(E —E') a—p eFj,E—+eF —a—p+eFj, E —eF

I

X sin 'v (107)

K,'(p, E E', E,p
—p') = f dv—dj exp j(E E'—) a p— eFj,E+—eF —+a p+eFj, E —eF

t

Xcos v (108)

To the authors' knowledge Eqs. (105) and (106) for uniform external electric fields, which correspond to Eqs. (14) and
(15), respectively, have not been given in the literature. If we expand (105) to first order in the gradient, we immediately
obtain

BG (P q)+eF. 1+ B Rex(pq) BG (P q) eF. . + B Rer(p, q)
BG (P q}

at
' az ' '

ap
'

Bp ap
' ' aE

BX (p, q) BReG '(p, q)
ap aE

BX'(p, q) BReG" 1= —X'(p, q)A(p, q) —I (p, q)G'(p, q) (109)
Bp

Replacing a/BE, exhibited in the last equation, by
—B/BE (to account for differences in defining the space-
time Fourier transform), the above result is identical to
the result given by Mahan to terms linear in the electric
field. However, in the present case Eq. (109) is still highly
nonlinear in the electric Geld through the functional
dependence of the quantities appearing in the equation,
as displayed in Eqs. (101) and (102).

%'e now calculate the collision terms on the RHS of
Eq. (109) for phonon scattering. For this purpose, we use
the expression for X (p, q) and I (p, q) given by Eqs. (55)
and (56), respectively. The steady-state phonon Green's
function can be more generally written as

D (k,E')= iy„[(Ng+1)B—'(k, E')+Ni 8'(k, E')],
(110)

l

D (k, E')= i y i [(Nk+ —1)B'(k,E')+NgB'(k, E')],

where B'(k,E') and B'(k,E'} are the spectral weight
functions for phonon emission and absorption, respec-
tively, and yz represents the electron-phonon coupling.
We define "emission profile function" r)'(k ) and "absorp-
tion profile function" i)~(k) as a convolution of electron
and phonon spectral weight functions as follows:

f dE dE'Q (p+k, E+E',q) &(p,E,q)y'„B'(k,E')

= rI'(k), (112)
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, jdEdE'A(p+k, E+E',q)A(p, E,q)y„8'(k,E')
h~

wave vectors, hence it is a constant.
The alternate processes corresponding to Eqs. (114)

and (115) are expressed through the relation
=g~(k) . (113)

Note that in the absence of an electric field (intracol-
lisional field effects) and any broadening of the electron
and phonon spectral weight functions, q~(k) and g~(k)
acquire very simple forms

gp(
—k) =q~ 1(k),

g'( —k)=g' „(k).
We write the results of Eqs. (98) and (99) as

(116)

(117)

rip(k) =h5(Ep E+—I, +Qi, )yl, ,

v]p(k) =65(Ep Ep+
—

I,
—Qq)yi, ,

(114)

(115)

—iG (p, E,q, t)=f„(p+eFt)A(p,E,q), (118)

iG (p, E,q, t)=[1—f (p+eFt)]A (p, E,q) . (119)

which are simple statements of the energy-conservation
law in an electron-phonon scattering process. In what
follows, we may assume that the spectral-weight-function
linewidth for phonons is independent of the field and

I

Applying the results of Eqs. (55) and (56) and (110)—(119),
the expression for the collision terms, for a uniform
scattering system in the presence of constant externally
applied electric field, is given by

J dE[X'(p) A (p) —I (p)G (p)]= g tris(k)(NI, +1)f (p+k+eFt)[1 f (p+—eFt)]
k

+rt' z(k)N&f (p k+eF—t)[1 f (p—+eFt)]
—rt'(k)N„f (p+eFt )[1 f (p+—k+eFt )]

(1k)(N +11)f (p+eFt)[1 f (p —k+eF—t)]] . (120)

In cases where the dependence on the energy variable E (or z) in the self-energies can be disregarded, we obtain the

equation for the Wigner distribution function after integrating with respect to E,

—f (p, q, t)+eF f (p, q, t)= J dE[X (p, q)A(p, q) —1(p, q)G (p, q)],
Bt

' '
Bp

where the RHS is given by the RHS of Eq. (120), and g~"(k) becomes

q"(k) =2yqRey"(k),

1 eF&y"(k)= J drexp ——J I p+k+ —eFr' +—'I
P o h o 2 2 P

(121)

(122)

+i E p+k+ —eFv' +ReX" p+k+ —eF~'e Fv. eFz
a 2 2

eF~ eF~—E p+ —eF&' —ReX" p+ —eF~' +0 -d~'
a k (123)

The last equation represents an explicitly and fully
gauge-invariant generalization of Lin and Chiu's result
for g~'(k), whereas results obtained from Eqs. (112) and
(113) give the more rigorous expressions when depen-
dence on the energy variable z cannot be neglected in a
more general transport expression, Eq. (109).

VII. MORE REALISTIC CALCULATIONS
TO INCLUDE FULL QUANTUM EFFECTS

AND MANY-BODY SCATTERING FOR RTD's

The added value of the present formalism to quantum
transport is that one can do numerical calculations which
can account for quantum and/or many-body effects with
the essentially invariant starting transport equation in a
compact mathematical form. Section III demonstrates

I

the inclusion of full quantum effects in real high-speed
heterostructure devices. Section VI derives a non-
gradient-expansion quantum-transport equation for high
electric fields, a problem that has received much atten-
tion in most quantum-transport calculations for submic-
ron devices. In this section we will demonstrate that
indeed calculations which account for full quantum
effects and many-body scatterings can be done for RTD's
in the relaxation-time approximation for the electron-
phonon scattering, with remarkable results. Some results
for electron-electron interaction in the spirit of the
mean-field random-phase approximation have been ac-
counted for by simultaneously solving the Poisson equa-
tion. Depending on the advances that are made in cal-
culating the self-energies, perhaps it is reasonable to hope
that even more realistic calculations, with advance corn-
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putational resources, could be done in the future for the

exact expression, Eq. (1S).
In including scattering with the crystalline medium in

this formulation, it would be desirable, for numerical
convenience, to find the appropriate scattering operator
C to append to the operator L in the RHS of Eq. (21)
such that ihd, f=(L+C)f. For simplicity, we assume

that the effects of scattering on the quantum motion of
the particle can be approximated by the zero-order gra-
dient expansion of the collision term. In other words, the
full quantum effects are treated to all orders in the gra-
dient expansion as in Sec. III, but only the leading col-
lision term is retained, which is identical to the collision
term considered in the QBE. Further, as a first step in

applying this formulation to RTD s, the collision term is

numerically implemented using the relaxation-time ap-
proximation.

In this approximation we have to add to the RHS of
Eq. (21) the QBE type of collision term which can be cast
into the familiar "scattering out" and "scattering in"
terms in a manner similar to the collision terms of the
Boltzmann equation. A constant relaxation-time approx-
imation, which is strictly valid near equilibrium and
simplifies further the following demonstration, is ob-
tained by writing down the collision terms added to the
RHS of Eq. (21) of Sec. III as follows:

g[& f (p, q, t) —W ~f ( p, qt)]
P

fo(p q) —f.(p q &» (»4)1 p(q, t)
po(q)

where fo(p, q) is the Wigner function solution of RTD's
in equilibrium or in the absence of any device terminal
voltage bias, p(q, t)=gP„(p,q, t) is the particle density,
and ~ is the constant relaxation-time calculated by con-
sidering all scattering mechanisms.

The choice of fo is constrained by requiring that

C fo=0, which is the condition of "detailed balance"
and that particle conservation is not violated. One
choice, used by Frensley, is to let fo =fo(k), the

thermal distribution of electrons in bulk GaAs, which
then assures that the effects of the collision operator van-

ish in the boundaries. The choice we have made, ' how-

ever, is to let f0=fo(x, k), the unbiased steady-state dis-

tribution for the RTD; this choice is inotivated by (a) the
density of electrons and their distribution varies
significantly in the presence of the barriers, and fo(x, k)
addresses this, and (b) the condition of detailed balance is
automatically satisfied in the simulation region for the
unbiased case. Numerically, however, the difference in
the calculated Wigner distribution function between the
choices of fo(k) and fo(x, k) are small for the steady-
state calculations, a reAection of the fact that the barrier
region constitutes only a small portion of the simulation
box size.

Obtaining appropriate or more realistic expressions for
~ constitutes the next step. ' To calculate an overall re-
laxation time, we have chosen to extract a relaxation time
r, for each of the contributing processes (acoustic, zero-

order optical, polar optical, piezoelectric, and ionized im-

purity scattering) by numerically integrating over the
momentum relaxation time ' according to

~, = I x ~e "r (x)/I( —', ), (125)

I /I„=Rln(TO/T), (126)

where R =5.522 and To=451.4 K, with an error of
+3.9%. At higher temperatures, the ratio does not fall
off as rapidly. Further, since scattering causes the elec-
tron distribution to approach fo(x, k), one may expect
that the severe quantum oscillations in the Wigner func-
tion for biases near resonance will tend to be muted as
the temperature increases (i.e., as w decreases) and that
the resonant trajectories will become degraded and ap-
pear more sequential. This is in fact the case. For calcu-
lations at resonance, the severity of the oscillations in the
Wigner function [Figs. (8) and (9)] decreases as the tem-
perature increases; d„f at the boundaries becomes small-

er as well, which has the added advantage of making the
assumed boundary conditions more accurate for the trou-
blesome resonant regions. Note that for T =300 K
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FIG. 7. The I-V characteristic of the RTD at different tem-

peratures. All scattering mechanisms are taken into account
within the relaxation-time approximation.

where I is the gamma function and x =13E„,and com-
bining the results according to Matthiessen's rule.
Matthiessen's rule is known to be poor for electron densi-
ties around 1 X 10' cm, but for the parameters we are
considering, the approximation is good. The numerical
value of ~ used for the calculations is then dependent only
on temperature. The ionized impurity scattering is im-
portant at low temperatures, and only ionized and polar
optical scattering is important at higher than room tem-
peratures for the parameters we are considering. '

The presence of scattering mechanisms may be expect-
ed to interfere strongly with the resonant tunneling of
electrons through the RTD at the resonant bias regions
than for the high bias regions in which the tunneling is
thought to be sequential or nonresonant. Our calcula-
tions confirm this trend: for a temperature range of
50 & T ~ 300 K, Fig. 7, the peak-to-valley current ratio is
given by
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ly eliminates the long-term quantum oscillations if the
temperature is large enough.

In summary, the effect of the inclusion of a simple
relaxation-time collision operator is in accordance with
expectations in its effects on the steady-state characteris-
tics of I V-curves and particle trajectories since (a) the
peak values and peak-to-valley ratio of the I-V curves de-
crease as the relaxation time decreases, (b) the resonant
particle trajectories become more sequential in appear-
ance, and (c) the oscillations and tunneling ridges are
muted by comparison to the collisionless case. For tem-
peratures less than 76 K, the mean free path of the elec-
trons is greater than 170 A, the length over which the
bias is applied in the simulated RTD. In the case of
switching times, a collision operator has the unusual
effect of decreasing the switching time, primarily by de-
creasing the long time tail behavior of the current tran-
sient response. Finally, Fig. 12(c) shows the affect of in-
cluding electron-electron interactions by solving the Pois-
son equation for self-consistent space charge and poten-
tial to account for electron-electron interactions in a
mean-field random-phase approximation.

The effect of self-consistency on the I-V characteristics
is similar to the experimentally known effect of a resistor
connected in series with an Esaki tunnel diode, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 12(c). New features in the negative
differential resistance (NDR) portion of the I-V curve
were also observed in our simulations, particularly at 77
K, in agreement with the experimental results for
GaAs/A1GaAs RTD's. Indeed, the NDR region in our
simulation exhibits high-frequency (-2.5 THz) oscillat-
ing currents (approximately sinusoidal) in contrast to the
region outside of the NDR. This is the first time to our
knowledge that this has been seen in a computer simula-
tion. By taking the time-average current values at each
bias point in this region, the resultant I-V exhibits the
characteristic "plateaulike" structure, in agreement with
the experiments. These NDR features in our simulations,
including the simulated intrinsic dynamical bistability of
the current nad/ rospace charge, and comparison with
the experiments will be discussed in more detail in a
separate paper.

Although the treatment of many-body effects given
here is not totally self-consistent (the collision operator is
only zeroth order in the gradient expansion), the physi-
cally appealing quality of the results clearly demonstrates
the power and usefulness of the quantum distribution ap-
proach to the realistic simulation of quantum-based de-
vices. To date, no other quantum approach has been
fruitfully used in characterizing high-speed quantum-
based active devices. Recently, Frensley has employed
a similar approximation to the collision term to investi-
gate the effects of collisions on the I-V device characteris-
tics of RTD s. This paper serves to clarify his approxi-
mation which was guided by making an analogy to the
Boltzmann equation. Since f (p, q) is a strong function
of q in RTD even at steady state ' and, furthermore,
since f (p, q) is far from thermal equilibrium where com-
plete detailed balance holds, this approximation is not
self-consistent. The "Fokker-Planck collision operator"
in k space also employed by Frensley does not seem to

have any theoretical basis within the many-body
quantum-transport theory since all derivatives are
governed by the Poisson bracket operator. Moreover, all
the above approximations are clearly suspect for tran-
sient simulations of RTD's. Serious numerical work is
urgently needed for more accurate treatment of scatter-
ings and collisions in quantum transport.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a well-rounded and exact forrnalisrn
of the quantum-distribution-function approach in many-
body quantum-transport theory, for systems (in general,
highly transient and nonuniform in space) whose dynam-
ics depend on the direction of time in three- and four-
dimensional vector "phase space. " The formalism is ex-
pected to pave the way for the present Wigner
distribution-function approach to evolve towards a more
accurate technique for the simulation of quantum-based
high-speed devices, and allows one to formally judge the
accuracy of various approximation schemes. The formal-
ism serves to unify various approaches based on (a) the
generalized quantum Boltzmann equation, (b) the time-
evolution equation of the Wigner distribution function
(first derived by Wigner), (c) density-matrix projection
operator techniques, and (d) path-integral techniques
through the nonequilibrium Green s-function formalism.
Indeed, some efforts have also been directed towards oth-
er potentially accurate methods, e.g. , the use of real-time
path-integral techniques. It has not yet demonstrated
its applicability towards a realistic and transient simula-
tion of nanometric quantum-based devices, in contrast
to the use of the quantum-distribution-function ap-
proac

While it may be true that the "nonlocal" nonequilibri-
um Green s-function formalism alone (i.e., infinite space
and time), without subsidiary device boundary condi-
tions, cannot describe an active open system, it is the
principal assumption of this paper that the addition of a
self-consistent subsidiary device boundary condition,
which describes the particle exchanges and interactions
with the outside environment, for a finite (hence "open")
system fully describes the state of that finite open system
as time evolves according to the quantum distribution
transport equation formulated in this paper. In effect,
and this is true for both classical and quantum treatment
(in general to integro-differential equations in mathemati-
cal physics), the boundary condition "integrates out" the
degrees of freedom outside the device region of interest.
At present, we cannot furnish a rigorous proof for this;
the validity of this assumption rests solely on a
"correspondence principle, " in the self-consistency of the
numerical results, and on agreement with the experimen-
tal data for RTD's. Indeed, in the limit A~O, a typical
device problem, including the subsidiary device boundary
condition, exactly reproduces the problem of a classical
finite active open system described by the Boltzmann
equation. The exact corresponding classical problem,
which typically makes an assumption of the distribution
of incoming particle distribution, is routinely used in par-
ticle Monte Carlo semiconductor device simulations
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and in plasma physics device numerical simulations,
where electrical contact to the device is modeled by an
unchanging large number of charge carriers (neutralized
by the background charges) at zero electric field and con-
sequently incoming electrons from the contact are usually
assumed to be thermally distributed, corresponding to
the classical limit of the "k~-integrated" Fermi-Dirac
equilibrium distribution function used in this paper. The
same assumptions are often used for charge carriers com-
ing from a highly screened, heavily doped region (far
from the active regions) of the device, and their self-
consistency verified in the numerical simulation. All
these assumptions imply the presence of sufficiently relax-
ing and irreversible processes (Markovian) in the regions
outside the device.

Further, since in general the nonequilibriurn Green s-
function formalism merely describes the evolution of a
time-irreversible system starting from a noncorrelated
state ' at, say, t = —~, steady state is not defined for all
times. Again we rely on the correspondence principle
and in the numerical self-consistency of the results, using
the quantum-distribution-function approach developed
here, in assuming that the application of the voltage bias,
together with the subsidiary boundary condition, allows
the system to evolve to a steady state after some finite
time to of interest. Steady-state conditions for the exact
corresponding classical problems (A'~0) using the
Boltzrnann equation is again a routine result in classical
transport modeling. The physically meaningful and self-
consistent numerical results and fair agreement of the
quantum calculations with experimental data on RTD
also serve to further validate the assumptions made in
this paper in applying the formalism to real high-speed
devices.

The power of the lattice Weyl-Wigner formalism of
quantum transport presented here not only lies in the
simplicity and compactness of the exact results but more
importantly in its ability to simulate open boundary con-
ditions existing in real devices, very much like the use of
the classical Boltzmann equation, and the ensuing well-
behaved numerical stability inherent in the simple
mathematical form possessed by the exact integro-
differential quantum-transport equation. The authors
would like to draw the readers attention to the computer
simulation results for the RTD whose drain voltage is
suddenly switched from the peak-current voltage value to
the valley-current voltage value, Figs. 6(a), 6(b), 12(a),
12(b), and 12(c). These are clear and physically meaning-
ful demonstrations of how active RTD's respond to the
sudden change of voltage at the drain. These figures en-
able one to read off the value of inherent device switching
times, a figure of merit. What is worth pointing out is
that the current response contains in general a wide band
of frequencies in the Fourier transform to the frequency
domain. These signify the difficulty which the quantum-
transport approach, based on the use of wave functions,
has to face, i.e., one needs a very large number of basis
states, aside from the need to be able to describe violent
mixing of these basis states, to describe quantum coher-
ence and interference caused by the sudden change of
voltage bias. The statistical nature, and by virtue of the

fact that it has exact classical correspondence including
the subsidiary device boundary conditions, renders the
distribution-function approach more advantageous than
the wave-function or density-matrix approach. Further-
more, the quantum-distribution-function approach en-
ables us to easily define quantum particle trajectories, to
better understand quantum-transport processes, and to
allow the coupling of a quantum-transport technique
with the powerful ensemble particle Monte Carlo tech-
nique.

An elegant treatment of Bloch electrons in the pres-
ence of an externally applied uniform electromagnetic
field follows the lattice Weyl-Wigner quantum-
mechanical techniques employed by one of the authors
(F.A.B.) in previous works, ' ' as demonstrated in Sec.
VI, since the formalism used here goes far beyond' ' the
continuum level of quantum dynamics. The results given
here are applicable to more accurate numerical sirnula-
tions of emerging high-speed heterostructure quantum-
based electronic devices. The "tight-binding" or crystal-
lattice formulation' ' can, in principle, account for the
complicated and "renormalized band structure" and
scattering energetics of the whole heterostructure device,
and offers first-principle treatment of heterostructure "in-
tervalley" dynamics and effective-mass variations. The
exact numerical solution of Eq. (15), together with Eq.
(8), would involve standard iterative techniques, includ-
ing self-consistency checks for ensuring conservation laws
(Ward-Takahashi identities ) for various approximation
to the Green's function, characteristic of all many-body
calculations. Equation (15) is easier to numerically im-
plement than corresponding path-integral approaches;
it includes full quantum effects, unlike previous many-
body quantum-transport studies, and is therefore ex-
pected to impact on the advances of the numerical simu-
lation of quantum-based devices of great technological
importance.

Finally, it should be remarked that a limited view was
adopted in previous applications of the Wigner
distribution-function equation to open systems, which
was rooted in the apparent realization that this equation
is derivable from the Schrodinger equation with Hermi-
tian or "time-reversible" Hamiltonians. Therefore there
was some conceptual difficulty in trying to apply the
Wig ner distribution-function equation to irreversible
open systems and various means of justification have been
put forward. The formalism given here is free from this
difficulty since the conceptual base of nonequilibrium
quantum transport is founded specifically for systems
whose dynamics are dependent on the direction of time,
as was first discussed by Schwinger. Application of the
exact quantum-transport equation to open systems there-
fore has similar implications and corresponding conse-
quences as the ubiquitous applications of the Boltzmann
equation to classical open systems, by invoking the
correspondence principle discussed above.
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APPENDIX A: NONKQUILIBRIUM
GREEN'S-FUNCTIGN FORMALISM

ig(x„t),x2, t2):—( T[4H(x„t,)4H(x2, t2)]), (A 1)

For a nonequilibrium or nonstationary irreversible sys-

tem, where the dynamics is dependent on the direction of
time, no state of the system in the future may be
identified with any state in the past. For this reason, ex-

pectation values and Green's functions are defined on a
contour, in which the time arguments runs from the ini-

tial time to to the "far" future (e.g. , largest time argu-

ment of the Green's function) and then back to to. With

this definition, a perturbation expansion of the Green's
function along the path is analogous to the conventional
many-body equilibrium Green s-function expansion and a
separation of many-body interaction terms into self-

energy parts and single-particle Green's-function terms is

justified for expectation values defined along this contour.
With time arguments along the contour, the nonequili-

brium Green's function is defined as

The "self-energy" X has the following general form:

X p(1,2)=5(t„tz)X"p"(q„qz,t, )+8(t, , t2)X'p(1, 2)

where

+8(t2, t, )X p(1,2), (A7)

6 (1,1')=KG +X"6 +X~6',x a
i dti

(A9)

X "=V(q, )5 p(1, 1')+X,p(q, q'„t,),
and V(q, ) is the external potential and X"p(q, q„t,) is
the Hartree-Fock approximation to the self-energy. In
the above equations, E (k) is the exact energy-band func-
tion for band index 0;, time integration is along the con-
tour, and the Einstein summation convention for the
greek indices is used. Dropping the greek indices (one-
band model) and using the definition of retarded and ad-
vanced functions in real-time axis, we write Eqs. (A5) and
(A6) in a representation-independent form as follows:

where the time-ordering operator T orders the time argu-
ment along the contour. Thus we may write

G(xi, ti&x2&t2)=8(t, , t2)G (x, &t, ,x2&t2)

6 (1,1')=6 &+6'X +Ge a
l dti

where

(A10)

+8(t, , t, )6 (x„t„x„t,), (A2) %(1,2) = E ——V, + V(1) 5(1—2)
1

where 8(t„t2)=1if t, is later on a contour than t2, and
8( t

„
t2 ) =0 if t, is earlier than t2. Employing Feynman's

perturbation expansion method or Schwinger's variation-
al method for introducing the self-energy, the Green's
function satisfies integral equations with time arguments
defined on the contour in the usual fashion as

$126 '(1,2}6 p(2, 1')=5 p(l, l'),
fd26 (1,2)6 p(2, 1')=5 p(1, 1') .

(A3)

(A4)

fi 5 —E ——.V)
t r}ti i

6 p(1, 1')

=5 p(1, 1')+ f X (1,2)6 p(2, 1') (A5)

—E —.V ~a ~ 1'
l

G p(1, 1*)

=5 p(1, 1')+ $126 (1,2)X p(2, 1') . (A6)

Separating the "self-energy, " we have the equations of
motion obeyed by the Green's function

+5(ti t2)X "(x—i,x2, t, ) . (Al 1)

The inclusion of the exchange term introduces nonlocali-
ty in space in the effective potential included in &. Sub-
tracting Eq. (A10) from Eq. (A9) leads to Eq. (1) given in
the text, which is the same as that obtained by the analyt-
ic continuation procedure. The Dyson equations corre-
sponding to Eqs. (A5) and (A6) are

G~p(1, 1')=6 p(l, l')+$12/136 (1,2)X „(2,3)

(A12)X G„p(3,1'),
6 p(1, 1')=G p(l, l')+fd2$d3G (1,2)X „(2,3)

Xg„p(3,1') . (A13)

Converting Eq. (A12) to real-time axis integration ac-
cording to Schwinger, Craig, ' and Keldysh and em-
ploying the linear canonical matrix transformation of
Keldysh, the following matrix equation results (here
F=G +6 ):

0 6'
6" F

0 6' 0 6oaya6 a

0 +gOr FO gOrXrgr F XaOg +&6&r(IONG a+XrF) (A14)

Equation (A14) yields the integral equation for 6", 6', and F,

6 r Gor+ 60' r6r

Ga Goa+ 60ayaG a

F=F (1+X'6'}+G "(QG'+X"F) .

(A15)

(A16)

(A17)
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Equations (A15)—(A17) can be used to derive an integral expression from 6 . The same result for the integral form of
G can be obtained directly from Eq. (A12) by converting the integration to real-time axis, and by employing
Schwinger s definition of the matrix form of the nonequilibrium Green s function in real-time axis but without the use
of the Keldysh transformation to yield the following matrix relation:

—G G'
G0

G )
0

G (
0

G0

6'(X'6' —X 6 )

6&(y)Gc ycG&)
6) (+cGc +&6) )

—6'(X 6'—X'6 )

6'(X&6'—X'6 )

—6 (X'6'—X 6 )

6 (X'G '—X'6 )

—6'(X'6 '—X G )

(A18)

where 6'( =6"+6 ) stands for the chronological
Green's function and 6 '[ = —(6'—G }] is the an-
tichronological Green's function with similar definition
for the self-energies. Equating the matrix elements for
G~ we have

(B3)

We do this by first writing the Weyl transform a(p, q)
and b (p, q) as Fourier-transformed quantities

a(p, q)= f dv e'~")I' "K'(q'——,'u, q+ —,'v),

b(p, q)= f due'~")~ "Kb'(p+ ,'u, p——
—,'u) .

6& —6&(1+yaGa}+Gr(y&Ga+yrG&)

which can also be written as

(A19)
Making use of well-known "exponential" displacement
operation, we thus obtain

G =G "X 6'+(1+G "X')6(~)(1+2'6'} . (A20}

APPENDIX B: EXACT INTEGRAL OPERATOR
OF THE QUANTUM-TRANSPORT EQUATION

Let us denote the Weyl transform of two operators A
and B as a(p, g) and b(p, q), respectively. The Weyl
transform of AB =C is denoted as c(p, q). Then we have
the following relation:

c(p, q)=e' a(p, q)b(p, q), (Bl)

where A is the Poisson-bracket operator used in the text.
First let us evaluate the following expression:

. a a" a'b'
exp —i — ~

2 ()p ()q
a(p, q)b(p, q) .

The differential time-evolution equation for 6"' and F
can similarly be easily obtained by converting Eqs. (A5)
to real-time axis, according to Schwingers, Craig, '

Korenmann, ' or Keldysh. The resulting expression for
G"' is given in Sec. VI.

g(a) g(b)
exp i —— a(p, q)b(p, q)

2 ()p ()q

1 f du dq'e' "" '"a p+ —,q b(p, q'),( i /A)( — ').u

b(p, q')= f du e' "'~ "K (q' —'—,'v, q'+ —,'u) . (B5)

Applying the remaining differential operation in the Pois-
son bracket occurring in the exponent A, proceeding in a
similar manner as before, and noting that the sum and
difference of a(p+j, q

—v/2) and a(p j,q+vl2) is-
"even" and "odd", respectively, in the variables j and v,

we finally arrived at the following expressions:

(B4)

where the inverse Fourier-transform relations corre-
sponding to Eqs. (B2) and (B3) were used to bring back
Weyl transformed quantities in Eq. (B4).

Let us write b (p, q') in Eq. (B4) by making use of the
alternate expression of Eq. (B3) as

T

1sin(A)a (p, q)b (p, q) =
(h )'

dq'dp' dv dj a p+j q
—— —a p —j q+—

2

2j, (p' —p)Xsin (q' —q) i sin - .u b(p', q'),

1 v
cos(A)a(p, q)b (p, q) =

(h4)2
dq'dp' dv dj a p +j,q

——+a p —j,q+—
2

'
2

Xcos cos v b(p', q') . (B7)
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We have chosen to write the kernel of the integral opera-
tor in Eqs. (B6) and (B7) in the form given by Eqs. (16)
and (17) in the text since in the absence of scattering and
collision the integral over j can often be carried out when
written in the form given in the text.

separation so that the Weyl transform is approximated by
simple product of Weyl transforms?

As originally proposed by LSV, the generalized KB an-
satz is written, in our notation, as

iG =i(G "p —
p G'), (Cl)

APPENDIX C: THE KADANOFF-BAYM ANSATZ

Recently Lipavsky, Spicka, and Velicky (LSV) pro-
posed a generalized Kadanoff-Baym (KB) ansatz by writ-
ing 6& as a product of two operators, one being the
density-matrix operator for electrons or holes. The idea
is to separate the operator whose Weyl transform gives
the Wigner distribution function for electrons or holes.
However, we see in Appendix B that in general, granted
that the separation can be done, the resulting Weyl trans-
form of 6 will not be a simple product of the Weyl
transform of the particle density-matrix operator and
that of the Weyl transform of the other operator (ob-
tained by some ad hoc choice by LSV). The question then
becomes, what is a more accurate way of achieving the

—G =
2

IG" p I
—

2
fp" G'] (C2)

which is clearly equal to A (p, q)p (p, q) plus second-
order and higher-gradient corrections. Equation (C2) is
the generalized KB ansatz referred to in the text; it is
more accurate and retains the full symmetry between
electrons and holes.

where the Weyl transform' of p (electron density-
matrix operator) is the Wigner distribution function. We
can immediately see that the Weyl transform of —i6 is
equal to A (p, q)f (p, q) plus first-order and higher-order
gradient corrections.

A more accurate ansatz can easily be obtained by writ-
ing Eq. (Cl) as
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